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In this paper we discuss the limit of the martingale e “‘.ir, as t + M, where X, is a contit;uous 
state branching process and E[X,] = e”‘. The important c;:se is (Y >O. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions are given for the limit to be positive. 
continuous state branching process __---------.-- ----- ------ --------. 1 
subcritical, critical and supercritical branching process 
0. introduction 
If{Z,::n=0,1,2,...} is a Galton-Watson process and .Z(, = 1, E[Z,] = m, then 
W, = Z,,m -n is a martingale. Since W, 20, there exists a random variable W such 
that 
lim W,, = W a.s. 
,I-rJc’ 
In the subcritical case (i.e., tzt < 1) and the critical case (i.e., m = 1) we ha-/e W = 0 
a.s. In the supercritical case (i.e., 112 :. 1) we have (see [l, Theorem I.lO.l]) the 
following: 
If EIZ1 log Z,] < +OO, then E[‘W] = 1. 
If EIZ1 log Z,] = +m, then E[ W] = 0, or equivalently W = G a.s. 
It is pointed out in [l, p. 2591 that to generalize this theorem to the continuous 
state branching process is an open problem. In this paper we will solve this problem 
ir, Section 3. The methods which we USC here are similar to those in [l,, Theorem 
I. 10.11, but require more complicated iteration relations. We discuss the subcritical 
and critical cases in Section 2. Some n’otation and definitions are given in Section 
1. 
Kallenberg in [3] has studied discrete time branching processes Z,, with continuous 
state space. His limit theorems differ from ours, as they mainly concern the 
* This work was done, while the author was at Cornell University. 
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asymptotic behavior of probabilities concerning Z,, rather th:an the martingales 
e ““Z,,. However, it can be verified that the methods of this paper can be used to 
obtain analogous results to Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 for the process 2,. 
1. The continuous state branching processes 
A Markov process will be called a continuous state branching process if 
(i) its transition. function P,(x, A! is defined for t 20, x G=O and A a Bore1 set 
of the half line [0, +a~), 
(ii) there exist rL B 0 and x0 > 0 such that P,,(xo, (0)) < I (it is equivalent that for 
all positive I, x, P,(x, (0))~ 1 (see [l, Ch. VI. 61). 
(iii) (f,(x, A)} satisfies 
f,c.u ty,A) = J P,(x,A -u)P,(y,du). (1.1) 
)ierc iii! rules out the trivial case that, starting at every x, the process instantly 
gc?es to 0 and stays at 0. (iii) is the basic branching feature, namely the additive 
property. 
Given this family (P,(x, A)} of functions, the existence of the continuous state 
branching process is no problem (see [l, Theorem VI.6.11). 
Now let us start with the process X, and assume 
X0=x >o. 
If we denote the Laplace transform of X, by 
(1.2) 
then we see from (1.1) that &(_I-, U) satisfies the functional equation 
fJ4,c.x +)‘. u)=cl/,(x, u)rL,(y, 14). (1.3) 
But ‘Gnce cL,!x. I() is a bounded measurable function of s, we may conclude from 
t I .3r that for each I and II there Pxists a number ~,!~~izr) such that 
fb,lS, !I) = e “Q”‘, .y 2 0. (1.4) 
The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation 
(1.5) 
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This is the analogue of the functional iteration property of the generating function 
of a Galton-Watson process. 
Noting that q?,(O) = 0 we get from (1.4) 
E[X,IX, =x] = -(e -r~~‘~c))‘lu~(, = I+//: (o+), (1.6) 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to u. Now (1.5) yields 
K+,(O+) = 4C(O+M30+), (1.7) 
so that if $:(O+) is kite for some f, then it must be so for all t, and so G:(O+) 
must be of the form em’ for some constant CZ, i.e., E[X,IX,) = x] =x e”‘. 
This equality implies that W, = X, e- a’ is a nonnegative martingale. Since W, 3 0, 
we have 
lim W, = W as. 
l-X= 
For c < 0, LY = 0 or (Y > 0, we shall refer to the continuous state branching process 
as sukritical, critical or supercritical, respectively. 
WC denote the Laplace transforms of W,, W respectively by q,(u), qt~). Since 
lim,,, W, = U’ a.s. and W, =X, e “‘, we have from (1.2) anld (1.4) that 
cFl(rr) = E[e u\V,l=E[e- I(L‘ ‘%.,l=e tlb,(lcc ‘.‘I 
( I .8, 
and 
lim e rI!r,(lr C (1’1 = lim q,(rl) = I. 
, - 1‘ I - 7 
Hence 




E[e 1Ifl.l = cF(II) = e -la (1.10) 
lve note that e “‘f,i”i”‘l for any pssitive tz is the Laplace transform of the X, 
starting at .Y/I~. I-lence e “% is infinitely divisible, and we can show from 12, Section 
X111.7, Theorems 1 and 21 that for any integer tz 
( ._ 1 )’ I’ 1 ‘& ’ (Id ) 3 0, (1.11) 
and 
JIi(rt)= e J “‘P,{dy} 4 J P,{dy} = 4: ((I+) = e”‘, (1 0 
(l.l?j 
(1.13) 
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where P, is a measure. Since E e--“W = e -XH’Lr), the same reasoning yields 
(-1)‘” “B”“(u) 20. (1.14) 
Now we prove a lemma which will be useful in later sections. 
Lemma 1.1. If J/,(u) f u en’, rhen for any r > 0, u > 0 
$1 (II ) c u e”‘. (1.15) 
Proof. The only thing we need to prove is 
&,( u 15 u e”’ (1.16) 
for any u, I L 0, because we know from (1.11) that 41(sr) is a concave function. If 
11 .‘I61 is true and 1+5,(u) f u e”‘, then there is only one point u0 such that $i(uo) = 
li,,e”‘. But t&,(O) = 0 e”’ = 0, i.e., u. = 0. Mence (1.15) is true. 
To prove (1.16) we note that $,(u e -,‘) is decreasing in for each fixed u. This 
follows from Jensen’s inequality and the fact that W, is a nonnegative martingale, 
namely for r, s > 0 
Taking expectations of both sides gives 
This mcans that &(u e “‘) is decreasing in t, i.e.., for any t, s :>O 
&,+,(u e ““*“)S=(Ls(16 e- “‘). (1.17) 
Using ( 1.1 S) we have 
$, 14, t Ii e “‘l*“))<. (J/([, e ‘I’)* (1.18) 
Sjncc E[c IrY.] = e ‘+,‘I<’ !s decreasing in II. We know that IJ~~(U J is nondecreasing in 
II. So ! 1.18) implies 
rL,b e 1”’ ’ “)$ ~, e <I. 
for any t, s, II 20. 
Hence for any I, I’ L’ 0 
;~nd the lemma is proven. 
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2. A limit theorem for the subcritical1 and critical case 
Before stating the limit theorem about W,, we notice that E”[ W,] = x for any 
t L 0. We will rule out the trivial case W = W, =x a.s. In this case X, =x e”‘: i.q.l 
the transition function P&x, x e”‘) = I.. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose X, is a continuous state branching process, X0 = x > 0. L*I the 
subcritical and critical casz if Pt(x, x errt) < 1, then 
lim W, = W = 0 a.s. (2.13 t-oc1 
Remark.2.2. This result means lim,,, X, = 0 as., since e” 5 1 and X! = e”‘W,. Even 
if PI(x, x enr) = 1, lim,,, Xi = 0 is still true for the subcritical case, but it is not true 
for the critical case. ’ 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We know from Laplace transform theory [2] that distinct 
probability distributions have distinct Laplace transform. Hence, the hypothesis 
f!(x, x e”‘) -=z 1, i.e., X, fx- ear implies &(u) # u e”‘. Using Lemma 1.1 we get 
for any t > 0, u > 0. This means that the measure P, in ( 1.12) cannot be concentrated 
at 0. But this fact implies that (1.13) becomes, for u > 0, 
(I/:(u)<~:(o)=e’zl. (2.2) 
To prove the theorem it suffices to show that B(u) = 0 for any II. 
Case 1. (Y CO. 
From (1.9), (1.5) and the continuity of GI,(u j we have that 
for any s > 0. Hence, 
From (1.14) we know that B”(u) < 0, i.e., a’([4 ) is nonincreasing. Noting e” < 1, 
we get B’(u) B B’(u e --nr). Using (2.2) and (2.3) we can express R’(u) sfl’(ll e “‘1 as 
i.e., 
B’(u e‘“‘)[JI6(B(u Ed"'))--cLl(O)]~O. (2.4) 
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But we know from (1.14) and (2.2) that the left-hand side of (2.4) is not positive. 
We get 
B’(rr e “‘)[&‘(B(u em”‘))-$‘(O)]=O. 
it is equivalent that either 
B’(u e-““) = 0 or B(u e-““) = 0 
for all s. The second case means that B(u ) = 0 for all u and the first case means 
that B(U) is a constant, but B(0) = 0, so that we still get B(U) = 0 for all U. 
Case 2,. (r = 0. 
In this case (2.3) becomes 
B’(zO[l--&B(u))]=0 (2.5) 
and (2.2) becomes l=$,i(O)>J/:(u) for u :*O. So either O=B(u) or B(u) is a 
constant which is equal to B (0). We get B (U ) == 0 for all U. This concludes the proof. 
3. A limit theorem for the supercritical case 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose X, is u continuous state branching process, X0 = x > 0. In the 
supercrifical case (e” > 1) we have : 
(731 if there exists a tl) such rhat E[X,, log Xl,,,] -C +OO, then E[ W] = x > 0, 
tb) ifrhere exists u trt such that E[X,,, log X,,:] = +a, then E[ W] = 0, rzamely W = 0 
(1.5. 
Remark 3.2. The result (;hows that if E[X, logX,]< +CO for some t, then it must 
bc SO for ail 1. 
The following lemma will be very important for proving this theorem. 
Lemma 3.3. Let X t e cl nort-rzegurim random variable with 0 < E[X] < +OO. Theft 
for nnv a >O 
Prsof. See [ 1, Chapter I. 1 I)]. 
Pt~tuf of Theorem 3.1. If X, ‘= .Y c”‘, then the theorem is true. So from now on we 
a’i\trmc x3rlX, 1 .,(I. 
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First we prove (a). 
Since 
E[W]=-~‘(U)~,,=“=XB’(LOCO(U)I,=O=R.B’(U)J,=O, 
it suffices to prove that B’(0) = 1, i.e., 
amw4-B(0)=1 
l4ul u 
But B(0) = 0, so it is equivalent to prove that 
*im u --B(u) = 0. 
ULO u 
Since $0(u) = cl, 
(3.2) 
where 
(u e -(k-l)%) _ 4kro(U e -kr,,y 
(3.4) 
U 
We have the following two facts: 
(i) &(U)aO for all k, u 20. 
(ii) There exists a uu such that for 0 5 L( s u. 
o<~:,,(u) e--“‘“< 1. 
Using ( 1.17) we know that (i) is true. Fl,r the proof of (ii) we calculate 
1 
9:‘,,(u) + - - var(X,,,) < 0 as 14 + 0. 
X 
This means that there exists a klS > 0 such that J/i,,(u) is not increasing for 0 s I( s CI(], 
i.e., for 0 S c4 C liO 
e “‘“=J/:,,(O+)~~~,,(u) or $:,,(~f) e ‘rr~~S 1. 
Using (8, (ii), the mean value theorem and the important iteration relation (l..S), 
we get that for sufficiently small u 
(3.5) 
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Iterating (3.5) we know that there exists a u(k+l) such that for 0 <u < &k+l) 
Now for 14 < min{u, I,, . . . , Us,, } we have that 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
From ( 1 .l 11, we know that cl,,(u 1 is concave. This means that I&(U J/U is decreasing, 
i.e., gl(rt I= 1 - &,,(u)/u is increasing. Hence 
From (3.7) we get 
F’or the proof of lim rli<l (I( - B(u))/u = 0 it suffices to show that 
for some IV > 0. 
Since 
usifag l’H&3ital’s rule we can get 
r!! is true if either Ef \I.‘:,] < +S or E[ Wf,,] = +m.) So it is sufficient to prove that 
for some 1%’ Y 0 
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Letting xu = r, we have 
The result now follows from the assumption E[X, log X,J< +OO and Lemma 3.3. 
Now we prove (b). 
Suppose E[ W] > 0, then there exist /3, y in (0,l) such that (1 - cp (u))/u 3 2@ for 
0s~ 6~. Let h,(u)= (1 -qt(u))/u. Since qr(u)+q(u) for all u, we see that there 
exists a To such that At(y) >/3 for t 3 7’0. But for any t, Al(u) is a decreasing function 
of u>O.Thuswegeth,(u)>@ forO~~uy,t~~~. 
In the next step we will prove that lim,,, An&) = 0 for 0 4 u s y under the 
condition E[X, log X,J = +OO. The contradiction shows that E[ W] = 0. 
For sufficiently small u > 0 we have that 
s _&u e-“In) exp (-YnfnA[u e-““nA,,,(u e-“‘c))]} 
where 
We define A(0) = litn,,o A(y) = I). If we can prove that A(y) is nonnegative and 
nondecreasing for sufficiently small y, then for sufficiently small II and sufficiently 
large n we get 
A (u e-““0) 6 A (u e-“foA,,o(u e-““)). (3.8) 
But (3.8) means 
A(, + Ibt,, (u) -G A,,,,,(u e.-“‘“) exp{-e -nr’tA(u e ~“‘V)} (3.9) 
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for sufficiently small u and sufficiently large n. Iterating inequality (3.9) we get 
Since 
lim &,,(u eeknr,l) = A,,(O) = -cpk,, (0) = E[ W,,J = x, 
k-r= 
we have that 
lim A 
k -.Y, 
In+k14,(~)sx exp g A(@ e-ra’o 
r-1 
It is obvious that 
i A(firt e T) ) = +~CJ implies lim A,.+kjt,,(llb = 0. 
r-l k+a 
So all we need to prove is 
(i j A (y ) is nonnegative and nondecreasing for sufficiently small y, 
(ii, for sufficiently small u, xz, A(@ e-“‘“) = +CQ. 
Since lim , _,, A(y) = 0, we may prove (i) by sho-wing that A'(y) 3 0 for sufficiently 
small y. But 
Thus we have to prove for sufficiently small y that 
1 sE[( 1 +ri~~vj) exp{?log(l- y))]. (3.10) 
But the right-hand side of (3.10) is 1 when y = 0, so it suffices to prove that the 
right-hand side of (3.10) is a nonincreasing function of y, namely 
d+E[ ( l+_$:;, ,) exP{? 
for suficiently small y. We calculate 
logt 1 - y ) 11 $0 (3.11) 
log(l-y) = 11 
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Since .Y.I 3 X, log X,, we have 
S’J:, ] 3 E[X, log X,] = -t-m. 
Using, t:T : L _: i kat 
we have (3.11). 
Finally we prove (ii) Cz 1 A (/3u c -rrr'fl) = +co for sufficiently small u. From (i) j;ue 
know that for small u, A(u) is nonnegative and nondecreasing. So for ~~11 
u, I:, A(@ e -mfo) = +m if and only if 
I 
* 
A(@ e-““‘cl) ds = +CD, 
0 
Let @lc e-sar(l = v; then we have 
So it is sufTicient to prove for small a ~0, (t;A(u)/v dc - +i~). But by l.emma 3.3 
E[X,,, log X,,] = +OO if and only if for any a > 0 
(3.12, 






n(“)=(l -c)[log(l -,)I” 
{E[( 1 - c)%!’ ] - ( 1 - v ) e’rr~~}. 
Then t3.13j can be written as 
, Cl’ 
1 
B(c 1 drj = +w. 
u 
(3.14) 
So EtX,, log X,,l = +a implies (3.14). Under the condition E[Xf,,] 2 E[,Y,,, log X,,,] = 
using l’H6piital’s rule we get lim,,o (A(u)/u)/B(u) = 1. So for some .I >O 
.‘l A(l! 
J- 
= +CQ if E[X,,, log Xl,,] = +w. 
0 1’ 
This finishes the proof. 
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